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NEW YORK, MARCH 4, 1892. 

THE NEED OF PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAINLNG. 

A FEW -only a few -- years ago we learned psychology 

from antiquated text-books that by tales of extraordinary 

occurrences, quotat~ons of poetry, emphatic assertations. oc- 

casional proofs by the phrase " i t  is evident," and a few im- 

properly observed facts. gave a complete exposition of the 

human mind in 500 or 600 pages - except in some cases 

where the author was kind enough to be satisfied with half 

that aniount. To day a psychologist of that kind lectures to 

bare benches in the univers~ties of Germai~y,and the new 

psychology has got such a hold in America that it is rapidly 

becoming a fashion, if not a fad. 

Still, in this very fact there lies a great danger to the 

proper development of the science. There is a tendency to 

careless work, to rapid shuffling OR' of quasi-experimental 

resear~ches, to a neglect of the d r ~ ~ d g e r y  a sctentific inves- of 

tigation of the fundamental problems, and to a pursuit of 

ghost stories, telepathy, and sensational hypnotic tales, 

Even where the psychologist is really a scientific man there 

is a tendency to rest contented with merely qualitative re- 

sults where quantitative measurements could be made wit11 

the exercise of brains and patience. 

In  regard to the sensationalism and quackery that have 

assumed the garb of psychology we can do no more than 

every other science does in that respect, simply put the pub- 

lic on its guard. If,as is usually the case, the public prefers 

swindle to science; the matter is beyond our control. There 

is also little to be said against the so-called " theoretical " or 

"metaphysical" psychology that has blocked scientific de- 

velopment in the past and opposes it in the present. The 

" metaphysical " psychology is neither n~etaphysical nor 

psychological; the tern] is used merely to cover up the ina- 

bility or the dislike for careful observation and experiment, it 

being much easier to sit at  home in the study chair and spin 

out a work on psychology than to put on the apron, clean bat- 

teries and smoke chronograph drums in the laboratory. 

What is to be called to attention here is the fact that we 

psychologists are not malring the proper efforts toward exac- 

titude in our experiments. I n  the first place it is becoming 

too common to consider that going through any careless 

series of manipulations is malring an experiment. An ex- 

periment is the systematic variation of the conditions gov- 

erning a phenomenon in order to observe the results of such 

a variation, The amount of systematic preparation required 

~d of careful observation to be exercised depends on the 

stage of developnient in which the science finds itself. Any 
lack of preparation that could have been expected, or any 

deficiency in the nesessary care, removes the pretended ex-

periment from the realms of science to that of dilletantism. 

Dilletantism may be all very good as a source of amuse-

ment, but it must never be considered as science. As 

Wundt has remarked, " the most dangerous enemy of psy-

chology to-day is not the metaphysical psychology of former 

days, but the self-sufficient amateurism that considers every 

aimless toying as a scientific experiment." 

Aside from this amateurism there is another deficiency, 

perhaps of r, still more important nature. I n  the various 

perio~licals we meet accounts of qxalitative experiments that  

might just as well have heen made quantitative. Of course 

qualitative experiments are necessary as preliminary investi- 

gallons, but they are inexcusable wliere quantitative ones 

can be made. That is to say, trltlicugh they are necessary as 

forerunners of measurements, and although at certain stages 

of investigation, they are of incalculsble value, yet the sci- 

entist must nevcr rest satisfied with them, but s11ould regard 

them only as stepping stones for further progress. I can 

find no better way of stating this than by repeating the words 

of Sir William Thornson: " I often say when you can 

measure what you are speaking about, and express it in 

numbers, you know something about i t ;  but when you can- 

not measure ~ t ,  when you cannot express it in numbers, 

your knowledge 1s of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind; i t  

may be the beginning of knowlcdge, but you have scarcely, 

in our thoughts, advanced to the stage of science, whatever 

the matter may be " (" Popular Lectures and Addresses," I., 

73, London, Macmillan, 1889). 

The first step in an  investigation is a cleterrnination of the 

relations of dependence between various phenomena; this, 

however, must give place as soon as possible to a measure-

ment of the changes in the mutually related phenomena. 

This we can already do to a great extent in regard to mental 

processes. TLie degree of accuracy obtainable is in some 

cases scarce second to that of physical determinations, but in 

others it falls far below. 

The future of psychology, however, lies in the possibility 

of increasing the accuracy of the measurements of mental 

phenomena. An advance in accuracy is a diffjcult thing; 

but it is of such importance that any sacrifice of time and 

trouble is justifiable for that purpose. To reduce the error 

of observations in a given problem by a tenth is a great task, 

and it becomes greater with each increase in accuracy. Psy- 

chology, however, is in the fortunate position of being in 

possession of methods more accurate than the majority of 

psychologists are able to apply. Wundt  and his followers 

have gone ahead so rapidly that on the one hand their re-

sults can claim an accuracy only one degree less than that  

of physics, but on the other the psychologists who have 

never had a training in his laboratory are not quite able to 

keep up the pace. This, of course, does not apply to those 

domains of mind not yet subject to measurement. I t  is very 

true that there are still large groups of mental phenomena 

not yet investigated by experiment; we have not yet found 

a measure for hate, for enthusiasm, or for vertigo, There 

are still others in regard to which we stand at  present jusk 

on the point of introducing experimental meLhods without 

having achieved anything of great importance; such are the 

subjects of pleasure, hallucination, the lower senses, etc. 

Yet again we find those that are fast yielding themselves up 

to qualitative and even quantitative analyses, e.g., volitior~ 

in some of its results, the sense of equilibrium, pain (dermal 

pain quantitatively measured), smell (quantitative measure-

ments by Zwaardemaker and Henry), etc. On the other 

hand the magnificent achievcments in the domain of sight, 
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the good ones in hearing, those in the senses of pressure and 

temperature, the accurate measurements of visual space, the 

measurements of the reaction-time, etc., have al l  tended to 

place experimental psychology on a high level and to fur- 

nish a foundation for a science of psychicnl measurements, 

o r  psychometry. 

Wha t  is the reason, then, that we are doing second-rate 

work when we might do first? The trouble lies, it seems to 

nle, in the lack of a proper training. W e  attempt to make 

experiments; but how many of us have received a practical 

training in the use of our apparatus? We make observations ; 

but how many are familiar with the methods of observation 

and  the computation of errors? W e  obtain tables of results ; 

but how many knvw how to formulate the equation express- 

ing those results? I know that, until I was brought face to 

face with the question of what to do with my figures when I 

had got them, it had not occ~r red  to me to remedy my de- 

ficient training by a study of the methods of expressing re- 

sults. W e  all of us dally use light, sound, heat, electricity, 

etc., in our experiments; but how many are familiar with the 

units arid the metbods of measuring these forms of energy? 

W h a t  a psychologist must have is a thorough course of 

training in psychometry, or the methods of psychical meas- 

urement. 

Summing up, I would say that what we need in experi- 

mental psychology is: no quackery, little amateurism, a 

proper estimation of qualitative work as subordinate, a 

transformation of the qualitative into quantitative investiga- 

tions, and, as the means of obtaining all this, a thorough 

laboratory training. E. W. SCRIPTURE. 

Clark Cniversity, Worcester, Xass. 

THE VESICLES O F  SAVI. 

INthe Archives Italiennes de Biologie, XVI., 1891, page 

216, there is a reprint from the A t t i  della R. Accad. dei 

Lincei, VII.,  1891, fasc. 6, of Dr. Alessandro Coggi's impor- 

tant  notice of the development of Savi's " appareil  follicu- 

Zaire nerveux " in the torpedoes. Since Xavi's announce-

ment of his discovery of these peculiar follicles on the lower 

surface of the torpedo, 1841-44, an  extensive series of publi- 

cations has been made on the subject. The anatomy has re- 
ceived attention at the hands of Boll, Leydig, Kiilliker, Max 

Schultze, Miiller, and others; and the nature aud functions 

have been variously determined. Leydig made the vesicles 

t o  be one of his three classes of organs for a sixth sense; 

Wagner supposed tl em to be electrical excitants; but the 

majority agreed in regarding them as tactile organs. I n  

6888, in my  work on the "Lateral Canal System of the 

Selacllia and Holocephala," published by M ~ ~ s e u mthe of 

Comparative Zoology, it was proved that the vesicles be- 

longed to the lateral system, as seen on the skates and sharks, 

and it was shown that they were not confined to the torpedo, 

but were found on such genera as Urolophus, Potamotrygon, 

and Disceus of the rays, where they were simple rudimentary 

remnants of the lateral canals. My conclusions are amply 
confirmed by Dr. Coggi from the embryology of torpedo, in 

the early stages of which he traces the ventral canals, as in 

embryos and adults of other Selachia: He finds various 

stages of canal disruption corresponding with those I had 

figured from the Batoids above mentioned. 

Dr. Coggi's assertion that the hypothesis making the vesi- 

cles of Savi a special n~odification of the lateral line system 

was first brought forward by M'Donnell, 1864, is one to which 

1 should take exception. I t  must be due to misunderstand- 

ing of M'Donnell's statements. That author enumerates five 

structures that "may be, or have been, confounded with 

different parts of the lateral line system," and he describes 

the last one of the five as " The bodies discovered by Savi in 

the torpedo (appareil folliculaire nerveux) -which last, 

however, may be related to the lateral line, as I shall after- 

wards attempt to show." This is sufficiently involved to 

make his meaning very doubtful. But to prove that M'Don- 

riel1 did not advance the idea of identity of follicles and lateral 

lines we have only to turn to the penultimate paragraph of l ~ i s  

article, where he classes the follicles with other tactile organs, 

and says that they, one and all, appear to be distinct from 

the system of the lateral line, which, he says, has more the 

appearance of a cutaneous elcretive organ than of one of 

sensation (Trans. R. Irish Acad., XXIV., 1864, read 1862, 

page 161). Up to the present I have learned of no proof or 

assertion of identity of Savl's follicles and the lateral canal 

system previous to that in my work of 1888. 

Respecting the utility of the follicles it may be added here 

that my  conclusions are a t  variance with those of all who 

have heretofore discussed the matter, insomuch that I con-

sider these organs to be practically without special function, 

and to represent only a transitory condition of the lateral 

system, intermediate between functional perfection, in the 

embryo, and ultimate more or less complete disappearance, 

during the life of the individual. As the organs are absent 

from particular species or from older individuals, and are 

rudimentary and irregular when present, this seems to me 

the only tenable conclusion. S. GARMAN. 
Museum of Comparative Zoology,  

Cambridge, Mass., Feb. 29.  

BACTERIA I N  DRINKING WATER. 

DR. W. MIGULA (Centralbl. f. Ralct. u n d  Parasitenk., 

Bd. VIII.. No. 12. p. 353) makes a contribution to our knowl- 

edge of this subject which is really a new departure as re- 

gards the examination of drinking water. He points out 

that, although considerable stress has been laid on the ex- 

amination of water for pathogenic organisms, there is no 

reliable rule to guide the hygirnist in his examinations for 

the ordinary saprophytic organisms and their relation to the 

purity of water to be used for drinking purposes. Dr. Mikula 

washes out small flasks w ~ t h  bichloride of mercury; then, 

after rinsing thern with the water to be examined, he leaves 

a specimen i n  the flask, which is plugged with sterilized 

cotton wadding and covered with an india-rubber cap. I t  is 

not necessary to pack the flasks in ice, as it is assumed that 

if any of the organisms multiply they will all do so, while 

if  the putrefactive organisms (those that liquefy gelatine) 

grow irlore rapidly than the others, independent evidence is 

obtained of the irnpurity of the water. Cultivat~ons are 

made in flat glass dishes in order to save the time required 

in manipulating plates and tubes during the cooling process. 

Attor examining 400 springs, wells, and streams, the authb, 

has come to the conclusion that where there are more than 

ten species in any  sample of water, especially when these 

are not species ordinarily met with, the water should not be 

used for drinking purposes. He found that in only fifty- 

nine waters was this the case, but that 169 waters contained 

more than 1,000 organisms per cubic centimetre, sixty-six of 

these having over 10,000 (forty over 50,000). From these 

figures it will be seen that some of the sources of supply 

would be condemned by the old method but would be passed 

by the new, and some condemned by the new would be 

passed by the old. Migula found in all twenty-eight species, 
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and i n  a series of tables he  brings out  the  fact that  the  num-  

ber of,colonies does not by  any  means correspond with the 

number of species, though in some cases i t  undoubtedly does 

so. This is, in fact. a n  exceedingly variable quantity. It 
also comes out  that  putrefactive bacteria a re  almost invariably 

absent f rom spring water; that  they a r e  most frequently 

found where the number of species is great, a n d  where the  

number of colonies is between 1,000 and 10,000 per cubic 

centimett.e; that  they also occur where the number of germs 

is below fifty per cubic centimetre, bu t  very seldom where 

the number is over 10,000. 

Dr. L. Schmelk, who recently (Centralbl. f. Bakt .  und 
Parasi tenk. ,  Bd. IV., No. 7, p. 195) pointed out that  thereis  

a great increase in the number of bacteria i n  the water sup- 

ply of  Christiania dur ing  the  period that  the upland snows 

a re  melting most actively, now (Centralbl.  f .  Bakt .  u n d  

Paras i tenk . ,  Bd., VII . ,  No. 4, p. 102) gives further evidence 

collected during the last three years in  proof of his theory. 

The numbers he finds for those years mere ten or  fifteer~ per 

cubic centimetre in  March to 2,500 i n  April, 1888; 1,100 in 

1889, and  on March 28, 1890, 5,000; the breaking u p  of the 

winter snows having occurred this year much earlier than 

usual. This is the period dur ing  which the winter snows are  

melting, and  after this is completed there is n o  marked in- 

crease in  the  number of bacteria i n  the  lake water until  t h e  

reappearance of the winter snows, some of the earlier falls 

of which d u r i n g  October, November, and  December melt 

and disappear. I n  December t h e  number of bacteria per 

cubic centilnetre sometimes reaches 600, the highest point 

recorded during the  year except in  March. Dr. Schmelk 

thinks that  the increase is clue to the  action of frost in break- 

ing u p  the earth's surface, from which the contained organ- 

isms may be set free a s  soon a s  a thaw occurs and then 

washed away along with the surface soil, just a s  during 

great rain-storms. H e  also points out that  the masses of ice 

projecting into a river may  form "collecting " points for the 

particles suspended in the flowing water, as more bacteria 

are  always found i n  the water obtained from such ice when 

melted than  i n  the river water itself. H e  verified this by  

repeated experiments. H e  found, however, that when float- 

ing  ice was melting in  water, though it  contained a few more 

organisms than water collected near  the  surface, it  held f a r  

fewer than  water taken from a considerable depth. I n  the 

Christiania water-supply he  found some thirty species of bac- 

teria, some of which occurred very seldom, some a t  certain 

periods of the year only, and a few all the year round. The 

amount  of solids in  the  water varies from time to time, be- 

tween 0.92 and 0.94 grammes per litre. and traces of ammonia 

can  usually be found In water during the time that  it con- 

tains most bacteria. 

THE CHINOOIC JARGON. 

DURING my visits to the north Pacific coast I became familiar 

with the Chinook Jargon as spoken in various districts. The jar- 

gon is used nowadays most extensively on Puget Sound and in 
British Columbia, while its use on Columbia River and in the 

neighboring parts of 01,egon and Waslrington is rather restricted. 
I t  has spread as far north as Chilcat and as far south as northern 
California. The Jargon, as spoken on Puget Sound and farther 
north, contains a much smaller number of ~vords than the ptinted 
vocabularies, a great number of the Chinook words being dropped. 

On Columbia River and Shoalwater Bay I found a few additional 

words belonging to the same dialect of the jargon which was re- 
corded by Horatio Hale and George Gibbs. In recording these words 
I made use of the same phonetic spelling which has been used in 

the reports to the British Association for the Advancement of Sci- 

ence on the North-wedern Tribes of Canada, : To accompany, c i ' ~ c  

hone of fish, plk ' ;  to call. t~ii ' lak; to carry on back, t6'itc; t o  

dream. md'sum nci'nitc; to give food, 6'ma (Chihalish); to give 
present, k ' o l ' ~ ~ ~; grandchild, kiii'm (Chihalish); last, ubd't ( = 
French au bout ?) ; let us, hau'ans8; to make, pl ' l~mitl.  

Mamook has acquired a n  obscene meaning, and is no longer in 

use on the Columbia River. Rluskrat, tsini'stsinis; fire is out, 
icqzhp; to pursue, nz8'tl'Erl, or tE'kx'En :to put aside, up, t'ii'En; t o  

rest, al8'm ;to roast, p'E'nis; robin, pi1 k'out8'n ( = red-belly); to  
sew, ky2'pot; soup, bd'y6 (French); to stop, k'a (Chinook); tail, t8k 
(English) ; to vomit, d ' ~ .  

One expression which is not found in the published rocabularies, 

and which is unknown on Columbia River, was obtained on the 

Siletz Reservation, Oregon: at kbat time, lciipa koc i '~ t .  In  a few 
cases the meaning of the words differed somewhat from that given 

in the vocabularies: to sew, ntamook tipshin. (Hale, "The Oregon 
Trade Language," p. G O ) ;  i t  means, on Shoalwater Bay and in 

Clatsop, to mend. To lose the way, tseepie wayhut (Hale, p. GO), 
is not used on Shoalwater Bay, tseepie meaning only, to miss a n  

aim. To vomit, wagh (Hale, p. 52), not in use in the same region. 
To tear, kkch (Hale, p. 4 4 ,  means a h ,  to fall. 

A number of words which were considered as the sole and 
original property of the jargon prove to be of Chinook origin: 

anah, exclamatiou of pain or displeasure; heehee, to laugh; humm, 
stinking; kwehkweh, mallard duck; lala, long time; liplip, to boil; 

na, interrogative particle; nah, interjection: ho ! look here!; poh, 
a puff of breath; toto, to shake. 

I believe almost all onomatopo6tic words of the jargon are de-
rived from the Chinook. The word kzuaddis, whale, which is  

given as a jargon word, is of Tillamook origin, A few other 
words, the origin of which could not be traced, belong to the 
lower Chinook : ekkeh, brother-in-law ; kelapi, to turn;  tulcwilla, 
nuts. Two words, which have been derived from English, a r e  
more probably of Chinook origin : till, tired ( t ~ l  in Chinook); spose, 

i f ,  which is generally derived from "suppose," but is more fre- 

quently pronounced 236s on Columbia River. Piis means in Chi- 
nook, i f ;  so that spose mag be explained as due to folk-etymology 
on the part of the traders, or 276s as folk-etymology on the part af 

the Chinook. 
I t  is of interest to note that two Nootka words which are found 

in the jargon have very close analoga in Chinook : chuck, water 

(tltcuk in Chinook) ;wawa, to speak (awa'wa in Chinook). A num-

ber of Chinook terms which have been embodied in the jargon 
have become extinct in Chinook proper. This is due to the fact  
that they have been dropped after the death of persons whose 

names resembled these words: tmd'mnluct (jargon, mimaloose) is  
now t~mlzcwa'hma; it'amci'noac (jargon, tamahnowus) is now 

iii'tleqnu. FRANZ BOAS. 
Worcester, Nass., February. 

NOTES AKD NEWS. 

EXPERIXENTBLpsychology can count four new laboratories 
among its acquisitions during the present academic gear, those 

that hare been or are about to he established a t  Heidelberg (Ger- 
many), Geneva (Switzerland), Cornell (New York), and the Cath- 

olic University (Washington). 

-The Oriental Club of Philadelphia was organized in 1888 with 

Professor Herman V. Hilfrecht as president, Professor fiI. W. 
Easton, treasurer, and Stuart Culin, secretary. I t  has held regular 
monthly meetings since that time, a t  which formal papers were 
read and discussed. The membership of the club is limited to 
thirty, and now numbers twenty.fire, including Professor Pau l  
Haupt and Dr. Cyrus Adler of Johns Hopkins University, Pro- 

fessors Barton, Hopkins, and Collilz of Bryn Mawr College ;Pro-
fessors Jastrow, Easton, Hilfrecht, Brinlon, and Peters of the 
University of Pennsylvania, the Rev. Dr. Morris Jastrow, and 

others, it being strictly confined to oriental scholars. 

-At  the February meeting of the Oriental Club of Philadelphia, 
Mrs. Cornelius Stevenson read a paper on Two Ancient Forms of 

Religious Symbolism, the Stone Axe and the Flying Sun-Disc.'" 
"The stone axe," the speaker said, " is the weapon of the power 
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above. I t  is the bolt flung froin heaven ia  t l ~ e  li~:htniag, and 
which was thought to contain a sparlr of the h~avenly lire. In 
pre-historic archaology, the wielder of the bolt is genrrally repre- 
sented under the shape of a bird, which, accorcling to the develop- 
ment of the people, is either the embodiment or the messenger of 
the ruling spirit of heaven. In Egypt, mith the derelopluent of 
sun-worship, the Elalvk of Horus, the embodiment of the upper 
space, in the course of time was represented as entering the sun, 
which is spoken of as the ' I.)ocly' in which the divine spirit dwells, 
and which, in the form of the Horus of Edfu, as the flying s11n- 
disc, becon~es the 'heavenly Strilrer.' " 

-TIIP 31useunl of Archaology and Palmontology of the Univer- 
sit) of Pennsylvania has been reorganized as a deparhnent ot the 
university by the trustees, under the direction of a Board of Man- 
agers. of whom thirtv are appointed by the University Arcbwo- 
logical Asfociation, and six by t l ~ e  trusters of the university. 
This action has been found necessaly through tho lapid extension 
of the collections and increased interes: in the work. The m ~ a s e ~ ~ m  

now at  the diiposal of the A~ne~ican  Applications for biologists. 
the piirilcge of morlring at  the station ~hould be addressed to the 
committee, care of C. W. Stilc~,Ph.D.,  Bureau of A r ~ i ~ n a l  Indns-
try, Uniled States Departnlent of Agriculture, Washington, D C. ; 
or, should any lmeiican biologist in Europe not hare time to 
corn~nunicate with the committee, application may be made to 
Geheimrath A. Dohm, director of the zoologicdl s ta t~on,  Saples, 
Italy. Scientific jo~~rna ls  throughout the United States please 

COPY. 

-The A?rlericn~zJournccl of Ps?jchology is about to illalte h 
slight change in its editorship; beg~nning mith the nest number 
E, W. Scripture, Ph.D. (Leipzig) is to be associated with President 
Hall. 

-The experitnent station of Cornell University has conducted 
three experiments carried through as many seasons, for the pur- 
pose of determining whether it is profitable to feed grain to cows 
\vhen on goocl p:irture. 'The first two experiments were made at  

is dividrd into four sections, American, Bnbylonian, Egvptian, 
and Oriental, cacll in charge of a special curator. The University 
Arch~ologica! Association, by whose etforts the collections n-ere 

brought together, defrays all expenses. I t  no\v numbers about 
three hundred contributing members. Mr. Cllarlemagne Lowe is 
president of the department, and Dr. %-ill~am Pepper, the provoit, 
is president of the association. 

- In his Shattnclc lecture Dr. Cowles sulns up the sy~nptorns 

and the treatnlent of neurasthenia a? foliows: the central funda- 
mental fact is nervous ~~ealcnesq,inanifestecl primarily in two 
ways: (1) by an exactly parallel weakness of nlenral inh~bitory 
control through voluntary attention, 2nd (2) by the centla1 motive 
element of a lowered emotional tone, from a sense of ill-being. 
The first of these indications may be concealed, even froin the 
patient hinlself, by intensified interest ancl incteasr of effort; the 

second he feels and soon betrays. Tile complex auxiliary condi- 
%ions of changes in the sensations, irritability ancl liyperasthesia, 
languor and an~s thes ia ,  and their causes, are manitested a l~ t t l e  

later than the primary mental effects. The point of attack in the 
treatment is the central e~llotional tone. There ale two ways of 
approach to i t :  (1) through the body, restoling its strength ancl 
well-being. mental comfort and control follom; ( 2 )  through at-
tracted attention and suggested ideas we reach the emotional tone, 
-healthful feeling and iotere-t attend upon wholesome icleas. 

-The JIuseuni of Archaeology of the University of Pennsylva- 
nia has just received from the Egypt Exploration Fund a colossal 
statue of Rameses 1 1 ,  which has been set up in thc hall of the 
Library Building. The statue, which is eight feet in height, mas 
found among the ruins of the Great Temple at Har-shefi (Hanls), 
the lzerakleopolis of the Greeks, during the excavations undertaken 
by the Egypt Exploration Fund, under the supervirjion of N r .  E. 

Navitle in the winter of 1891. Hanls was the seat of government 
during the ninth ancl tenth dynasties of 3Iantlleo (fourth millen- 
nium B.C.), as shor~n  by the corroborative evidence of inscriptions 

found in contemporary tombs at  Siiit. Unfortunately, no remains 
sf the older bui!diags were found, and the earliest dated fragments 
uncovered dnte from the twelfth dynasty, and even these were 
few. The temple was rebuilt by Rxmeses II., and this rnonuulent 

formed part of this later edifice (Ca. B.C. 1330'). According to the 
curator, Mrs. Cornelins Stevenson, the hieroglyphs cut in the 
back ant1 sides of the loyal seat give the king's name and titles: 
the crowned ' l  IIorus," the "Mighty Bull," "Bolor~ed of Amon," 
o r  "Maat," or "Ptah," or "Ra," or "Knum ;" "Son of RB," 
"Ramessu RIeri ilnron," " Chosen by 126," .-Lord of the two 
Sands," "Lord of Diadems," "Giving Life like RB," etc. 

-The committee appointetl last September by the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science to raise the sum of 
five hundred do!lars for the continuance, during the year 1892, of 
the American table at the Naples station, take pleasure in an-
nouncing to the American scientists that t l~ ro~igh  the liberality of 
the Atnerican Association, the University of Indiana, the Associa- 
ition of American Naturalists, Professor C. 0 Wllitmau of Clark 
Uuirersity, and Major Alexander Henrj Ua\is of Syracuse, N.Y., 
L;he necessary sum of money has been siabst:r~ bed, and the table is 

the station? on lots of three cows each, the CDIYS being in good 
condition and running on good pasture. As some objection was 
raised against lhis test on the ground that the pastures used were 
too rich and the cows too well fed to shorv the best results from 
grain feeding in the summer time, the experiment of 1891 
was tran~ferred to a herd of sixteen Jerseys ancl Jersey 
grades, belonging to Nessrs. C. &I. and W. L. Bean of Mc-
Grawville, N.Y. This herd had been accustomed to only a 
moderate grain ration in winter and never had any grain 
in summer. This herd was divided into two lots of eight cows 
each, the division being made by the station on the b2sis of 
weight, length of time in millc, length of time in calf, yield of 
milk per day and per cent of fat in milk, and was indorsed by the 
owners of the herd in the opinion that " the cows were as evenly 
divided as it was possible for them to be," The experiment con- 
tinued from May 23 to Oct. 23, or twenty-two weeks. One lot of 
cows received each day four quarts of a mixture of two parts 
corn meal, one part bran, and one part cotton-seed meal Ljy weight, 
fed in two feecls, night and morning, when the cows were hrougllt 
in to be millred. The general results of the three jeais' expeli- 

nlents are summari~ed as follows: In  1889, in a eeabon in which 
the pasturage was very luxuriant throughout the wllole snrnmer, 
mitl~ three cons in each lot, Llie grain-ferl lot gave c o n s l ~ l e ~ a h l ~  
less millr, which \ias so innch r~cher  in b ~ ~ t t e r  fat, that the total but- 
ter p~oduction n as yra~ticnlly the came in the two lots. In this 
experiment the grain feocl~ng i r  as commenced about a month atler 
the cows had gone to pasture. In 1890, in a season in ~vhich the 
pasturage war; luxuriant, except for a shorl time in the middle of 
the summer, with three cows in each lot, the total amount of 
bntter-fat producec: was almost exactly the same in kolh lots. In 
thiq experiment the grain-fed lot continued to reccire the same 
ration on pasture that they have beer1 receiving during the n inter 
on dry feed. I11 1890, in an experiment on solling with grass 
alone, w ~ t h  grass and grain, just about enough Inore butter was 
pioduced by the grain feed to pay for* the increased cost of the 
grain ration. In 1891, in a season in which at  no tiine thepasture 
was very luxuriant, with eight cows in each lot, the grain-fed ic~t 
produced just enougll more milk and butter to pay for the in- 
creased cost of the grain ration. In  t l l~s  experinlent the grain 

feecling was begun about t n  o weeks after the cons went to pasture. 

-The first lecture, on the religiilns of Egypt, in the University 
of Pennsylvania Lecture Association's course on '.Ancient Relig- 
ions," was delivered by Mrs. Cornelius Stevei~son, a t  Association 
Hall, 011 tile afternoon of Feb. 25. The title of this introductory 

lecture was "Primitive Egypt and its Relatiall to the Stone Age." 
I t  was prefaced wil,h a general geographical description of the 
country, sl~ecial llobice being taken of the changes it has undergone 
since the opening of the historical period. The lecturer dn-elt a t  

length on the various theories concerning Egypt,iau origins, ancl 
on the originality of Egypiian culture, whore earliest seat was in 

Upper Egypt. Anlong the inttresting survivals from prehistoric 
times are the stone implements, from which can be derived a 110-

tion of primeval ideas and custon~s. The first traces of religious 

awalcening are betrayed in the cave-burial and the care of the de- 
partccl. The problem of his present life and its mj sterious cessa- 
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tion with death first made man thinkof ~piritual things, snd, froin 
the sense of immortality which he felt in himself, led him to con- 
c111de upon a cettain immortality of he sonl, 01. survival of the 
spirit. Hence the various food-otferings to the deaJ, because the 
spirit was supposed to levisit the body as long as it mas not de- 
cayeJ, 2nd the tomb was looked upon as the habitation of the 
dead. Similar ideas are found arnong the oldest vestiges of man 
in western Europe, in the caves of the neolithic period. 

-- Dr. A. Woeikof of St. Petc~sburg, who is engaged on an in- 
vestigation into the cause of the famine in Rusqia, says il;ntzc~e, 
~r.lites that it is chiefly clue to drouqht from August to October, 

1890, which injured the winter crops; to partial and insutficient 
snow, which melted early in the spring, and was follom~d by 
frost in April; and lastly to droughts and hot winds from hlay to 
July, 1891. In the southern portion of the Governtnent of Sa-
marn the prospects up to ,Tune 10 were excellent, but the harvest 
was destroyed by two clays of hot wind?, on June 14 and It?. And 
in the southern central provinces also, where the minter crops had 
greatly suffered, a moderate harvest mas hoped for after the mid 
dle of July, but four hot days, from July 13 to 16, quite destroyed 
the crops. 

-The number of persons who approve of cremation seelus to 
be steadily increasing, arcording to Koture. From the r e ~ o r t  of 
the Cremation Society of England for 1891, we learn that in 1885, 
hhe first year the c r e n ~ a t o r ~ u ~ n  at  Woking was used, only 3 bodies 
were sent there; in 1886 the number was 10; in 1887, 13; in 1888, 
28; in  1889. 46; in 1990, 54; and clurinq the past year, 99 Cre-
matoria are being built in various parts of the countrg. At &Ian- 
chester a crematoriunl is in course of erection, and will, it is 
thought, be completed ant1 opened for use during the coming 
spring. A company has also been formed, ancl is making rapid 
progress, wilh the same object a t  Liverpool; and the City of Lon- 
don Commission of Sewers is taking steps to obtain po-ivers lo erect 
EL crematorium at  their cemetery a t  Ilford. TheCremation Society 
a t  Darlington, and other asscciations, are moving in the same di- 
rection. 

-The Journal of the Scottish Meteorological Society (third 
series, KO. 8) contains a very interesting paper on silver thaw at  
Ben Nevis Observatory, by R. U. 3Tossman. The phenomenon is 

somewhat comnlon at  that observatory, and occurs during an in- 
version of the ordinary temperature conditions, the temperature 
being considerably lower at the surface than a t  higher altitudes, 
causing the rain to congeal as it falls. In the six jears 1885-90, 
198 cases of silver thaw mere observed, with a meaii duration of 

4+ hours in each case, and they nearly all occurred between No-
vembw and March, during times of perfectly developed cyclones 
and anticyclones. A11 examination of the weather charts of the 
Meteorological Office showed that for the 198 days on tvr-l~ichthe 
phenomenon uas  observed the distribution of pressure was cy- 
clonic on 137 days, and anticyclonic on 61 days In anticyclonic 
conditions there mas a cyclonic area central off the north-wcst coast 
of Norr~ay, while the centre of the anticyclone was over the south 
of the British Isles. In cvclonic cases, an anticvclone lay to t l ~ e  
south, over the Ibprian Peninsula. The lowest tetnperature at  

which the phenomenon took place was 18Q, and was rarely below 
2V0. Fully 90 per cent of the cases occurred when the thermom- 
eter was between $8' and 31.g0, so that the greater number of 
cases occurted just before a thaw. The most common type of 
cloud which preceded both cyclonic and anticyclonic cases of sil- 
ver thaw was cirro-cun~ulus,frequently accompanied by cirrus 
and cirro stratus; and the changes showed that the higher strata 
of the atmosphere came first under the influence of the moist cur- 
rent, which took from three to eight hours todescend tothe height 
a t  which cumulo-stratus forms. An examination of a series of 
storm charts prepared by Dr. Buchan d~sclosed the somewhat re- 
markable fact that 73 per cent of the cjclonic and 63 per cent 
of the anticyclonic cases of silver thaw on Ben Nevis were fol- 
lowed or preceded by gales on our northern and north-western 
coasts; and it  would appear from the wind conditions that the 
barometric gradient at the height of Ben Nevis (4.407 feet) must 
be totally different from what obtained at  sea-level during the 
occulrence of silver thaw 011 the hill-top, says ~Tcxtzcre. 

- - T h ~ e  has been much talk in Germany about Dr. Peters's 
d i sco~er j  of saltpetre in the Rilima Njaro district. This discor- 
ery accords with statements which mere already well known. Dr. 
Fischer, after an examination of the Dot] jongai volcano, reported 
that in the neighborhood of the crater there were a series of curi- 
ously-shaped veins of a white substance \\~hich he took tc) he either 
saltpetre or soda. In 1879 Herr Jarler asserted that large quanti- 
ties of sulphur mould probably be found in the crater. 'I'he Ber- 

lin correspondent of the Times, by whoill these facts are noted, 
adds that not far from the volcano there lie great swamps from 

which soda is obtained. I t  is expected that an expedition for the 
exploration of the district will soon be sent out by the German 
East Africa Company. 

-It  is well known that yellow-fe\ er never develops in a cold 
or temperate climate, and several atternpts hare been made a t  
various timeq to apply this fact to the treatment of the disease in 
tropical climates by artificially cooling the patlent. Thus some 
thirty-five years ago t r~a l s  n made with a cold chamber, the 
air ot which was charged with oxyger~ but without appreciable 
succesq. Quitc recently Dr. Garcia has reintroduced a somewhat 
similar plan, an iced chamber bemg constructed to that the air 
wlthin sbould be maintained at a temperature varying from 32' 
to JOO P., and nearly ~aturated with moisture. h fair trial was 

made with this a t  the vr~orlcs of the Juragua Iron Company inCuba, 
where an epidemic at yellow-fever had broken out, seventeen 
\\ell-marlred caws, in all of which blaclc \omit was present, being 
treated by means of the polar chamber." Eleven of them re- 
covered, the mo~tality consequently being nt the rate of 38.3 per 
cent, or about the same as the usual rate of mortality at  the mines 
under other methods of treatment. The course of duration of the 
disease did not appear to he in any way ll~odified by the low tem- 
perature ; the mine, though in some cases con side^ ably increased, 
was not altered qualitatively. The phenomena depending on 
acholia occnrl rd in the same manner and at  the same period as in 
cases treated in the ordinary way. The same may be said of the 
gastric h~rnorrhage.  The cost of a patient's treatment by cold 
was found to amount to about $100, Fays Lancet. 

-The sixteenth annual commencemeut of 3Ieharry Medical 
Uepa~tmentof Central Tennessee College was hiold at Nashville, 
Tenn., Feb. 18. Twenty.five joung men received the degree of 
M.D., one that of D.1I.S , and three were arr-arded diplomas for 
having completed the course in pharmacy. G. W. Miller of South 
Carolina delivered the salutatory addless, on <'Practical Bacteri- 
ology." He gave an account of the different kinds of bacteria, 
how they could be cultivated, stained, and examined, and how 
one variety could be distinguished from another. The pharma- 
ceutical class was represented by Robert Tyler of Missibsippi, who 
gave an addr~ss  011 * 'The Relations between Physicians and Phar- 
macists." The valedictory address was given by J. W. Holmes 
of Texas, his subject being " Tile Advance of Modern Surgery." 
The speaker referred to the early history of surgery, especially 
that praciised by the Egyptians and Grecians. He spoke of the 
reforms in surgery ancl the leaders in these reforms, the principal 
operations of importance from the sixteenth to the present century 
inclusive, and of some of the appliances which had accomplished 
lnuch for surgery, such as an anaerthetics and antiseptics. He also 
gave elaborate descriptions of cranial and abdominal surgery, 
mentioning some of the most haza~dous operations performed in 
these cavities, and a180 paid a high tribute to the modern surgeon 
for the achievements accomplished by him. The past year has 
been the most successful and encouraging ever known in the his- 
tory of this school, the number of students ancl graduates being 
about fifty per cent greater than that of any previous session, one 
hundred and eighteen medical, and seven dental and nine phar- 
maceutical students being enrolled. T11e record of the alumni of 
Meharry Medical College has been most gratifying. Of those who 
hnve graduated within the past six years only two have failed to 
pass the req&ired examination before the "Boards of Medical Ex- 
:&miners," standing equal with the white applicants from the dif- 
ferent medical colleges of the South, with whom they were ex-
amined a t  the same time, and hare been well received by the 
white physicians. 
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MOTION AND HEAT.  

THE term " Mechanical Equiralent  of Heat  " does not pre- 

sent a perfectly accurate concept o f  the  determinations of Dr. 

Jou le  and others. The great work actually done was the 

determination of  the  "Heat  Equi ra len t  of Molar Motion." 
" The Mechanical Equivalent of Molar Motion " is the 

amount  of mechanical work that  i t  will d o ;  and  when the 

whole energy embodied in a given molar motion is con- 

verted into heat, the  unitsof heat thus  developed may again be 

converted into molar motion capable of doing the  same work. 

Hence the term "Mechanical Equivalent of Heat  " is accu- 

rate  enough for  purposes of calculation. 
B u t  the t rue equation is tha t  molar motion is equivalent 

to so much mechanical work; molar motion may be con-

verted into heat capable of the  same amount  of mechanical 
work tha t  the molar motion could d o  before its conversion 

into heat, and  therefore we have the "Mechanical Equiva-

lent  of Heat." This use of the consequence, that  is, the me- 
chanical work whic l~  molar motion can do, for  the motion 

itself. tends to  obscure the concept of the real relation be- 

tween heat  and molar motion. 
The primal work of the energy, o r  force, which constitutes 

molar motion is to transfer a mass from one place, o r  part 

of space, to another, and  so long  as  this work is continued 

and-  unresisted, n o  heat is developed. A body moving 
through space entirely unresisted, whatever Inay be its mass 

o r  velocity, develops n o  heat. I t  is only when the move-

ment  is resisted by  impact o r  friction of  some kind tha t  the 

energy of motion assumes the form of hea t ;  and it is only 
when thus resisted that  this energy of motion can  do me-

chanical work. To the  extent that  the energy embodied in 

resisted molar motion is expended i n  mechanical work it  

cannot be converted into heat. 
Mechanical work consists in  counteracting some other 

force, generally gravitation or  cohesion. The force or  en- 

ergy embodied in a ball thrown upwards from the earth's 

surface develops n o  heat except such as  m a y  result from the  

friction o r  the  a i r ;  and  if at its precise point of highest ele. 

vation i t  lodges on  the top of a house or  some other support, 
none  of the energy is thereby converted intoheat .  The ball 

bas  acquired vvhat Mr. Balfour Stewart calls energy of posi- 
t ion;  and when this potential energy again becomes dynamic 
by  the  ball's falling to the earth, n o  heat isdeveloped except 

by  the  friction of the  atmosphere, unt i l  the  ball strikes t h e  
surface of the earth. If the phenomena occurred in vacuum 

neither the energy of motion i n  the ball, while doing t h e  

work of l ~ f t i n p  the  ball to its highest elevation, thus  coun- 

teracting gravlty, n o r  the  potential energy rendered dynamic 

by its fall, would develop a n y  heat  whatever unt i l  ils impact, 

against the earth's surface. Here, according to the  law of 

conservation of energy, it  would d o  work or  develop heat  

equivalent to  that  expended i n  its upward projection. 

But  to  t h e  extent that  the energy of the  itnpact itself does 

mecl~anical  work, that is, counteracts cohesion in the  work 

of molar deformation, it  develops n o  heat. If a n  egg and a 

metal ball of the  same shape, size, and  weight are  dropped 

from the  same height on a hard pavement, the  heat devel- 

oped by the two impacts cannot  be the same if the egg i s  

smashed. If the heat developed by the impact of the  metal 

ball is X, that  developed by the itnpact of the egg must be  

X minus the kinetic energy required to smash the egg. 

One of the occupations of my boyhood was to  attend a mill 

for gr inding corn, and one of the first things learned in that  

business was that  if the  moving stone was properly balanced 

a n d  a sufficiency of corn supplied, the  meal came out very 
little hrated;  but if the storles came into contact from lack 

of having corn to grind or  from want  of proper adjustment o r  

levelling of the moving stone, heat was developed rapidly. 

I t  is for this reason tha t  hard substances like flint and  

steel more readily develop by  friction the  heat  necessary f o r  

combustion than softer substances; the  energy of motion i n  

the friction of softer substances is expended to a greater o r  

less extent i n  molar deformation, and  it  is only the  residue 

not thus expended that  is available for conversion into heat. 

This principle is constantly applied in practical mechanics 
to develop heat from friction when it  is required, and to pre- 

vent its development when not  wanted. Except for igniting 

combustibles, heat from friction is not generally wanted f o r  

practical use: bu t  Dr. Mayer mentions a n  instance in  which 

a manufactory used a surplus of water power to revolve two 

large iron disks against each other to derelop heat by fric- 

tion to  warm the establishment. The very general object i n  
mechanical work is to prevent the conversion of the energy 

of motion into heat by f r i c t ~ o n ,  and  this is done both by  di- 

minishing the frictional resistance, and  also by the  use of 

solid lubricants whose molar  deformation will furnish work 

for the energy unavoidably lost i n  friction, a n d  thus  prevent 

the development of heat and  the local in ju ry  from the  energy 

i n  that  form. 

Hence it  was that  Dr. Joule  and others, i n  making the  de-
terminations of the so-called "Mechanical Equivalent of 
Heat." made use of substances i n  which there was n o  work 

or  very little work of molar  deformation for  the energy, t h e  

heat  equivalent of which was measured. 

I t  seems, therefore, that  two propositions m a y  be ststed:- 
First, that  molar energy, tha t  is, the kinetic energy of a 

moving mass without friction, develops no heat while doing 

its primal wor~k of transferring the mass from one place, o r  

part of space, to another. 

Second, that  when the movement of the mass is resisted, 
the heat developed is the equivalent of on ly  so much of i t s  

energy a s  is not  expended i n  molar deformation or  o ther  

mechanical work. 

There is obviously another  cause which may prevent t h e  
kinetic energy of molar motion from development into heat, 

and  that  is its conversion into the  molecular motion of ex-
pansion. W h e n  expansion occurs, there is necessarily an 
enlargement of the intermolecular spaces or of t h e  molecules 
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themselves, or a movement of the molecules; and while we 

have as yet no such demonstration as is possible in molar 

phenomena, we can assert, without fear of scientific denial, 

that the phenomenon of expansion is a manifestation of mo- 

lecular motion. 

I t  is usual to regard expansion as the work of heat, and it 

is undoubtedly the work of the same energy which is em-

bodied in molar motion, and which causes an elevation of 

temperature; which passes from one body to another by con- 

duction, and from one body to another and from bodies into 

space by radiation. 

But this energy, while doing the work of molecular mo-

tion in expansion, develops no more heat than while it is 

moving an  unimpeded mass through space. The impact of 

moving masses free to expand from the instant of impact 

could develop no perceptible heat; that is, only so much of 

the energy as was not expended in the work of molecular 

rnotion of expansion would be available for the development 

of heat. If the bodies brought into impact were liquid am-

monia, and this was set free in the atmosphere by the im- 

pact, not only the entire energy of the irnpact (unless the 

molar motion was almost beyond calculable velocity) would 

be expended in the work of expansion, but energy in the 

form of heat would be withdrawn from surrounding bodies 

to finish the work. 

It is resistance to the molecular motion of expansion that 

develops heat when expansion occurs as the primal work, 

that is, which causes an elevation of temperature, and con-

verts the energy or force into the other well-known phenom- 

ena of heat. 

This resistance may be from cohesion in the matter to 

which the energy or force is imparted, from chemical affinity, 

from the walls of a containing vessel oy other environment, 

or from a piston or other compression. I n  every case the 

development of heat, that is, the elevation of temperature, 

and the other phenomena indicating the conversion of the 

force or energy into the form of heat, is determlbed by the 

intensity of the molecular motion set up by the force or en- 

ergy imparted to the body, and the resistance to it. 

Hence, in the experiments to determine the so-called 

"Mechanical Equivalent of Heat " where expansion was 

used, means were provided for its perfect resistance. Here 

again the term does not express an  accurate concept of the 

determination actually made; it was really the "Heat 

Equivalent of Molecular Motion." As in the other case, the 

expression is accurate enough for purposes of calculation, 

because the niechanical equivalent of molecular motion, 

that  is, the mechanical work it will do, is the same as the 

mechanical equivalent of the heat ilevelopecl by its perfect 

resistance. 

I t  is not the motion in either case that is converted into 

heat, but it is the force or energy causing the motion which 

ceases to move the mass or molecules and causes an elevation 

of temperature and the other phenomena of heat. 

I t  seems, therefore. that we can state two other proposi-

tions, nan~ely  : 

Third, that so much of molar motion as is converted into 

molecular motion by impact or friction cannot be directly 

converted into heat; and, 

Fourth, that the molecular motion set up  by molar im- 

pact, friction, or otherwise, and manifested by expansion, 

can be converted into heat only by resistance to expansion. 

This force, or energy, is dynamic when causing motion or 

when causing elevation of temperature and the other pbenom- 

ena of heat; but it becomes potential, or " energy of position," 

when a ball is thrown up and lodged on the roof of a house, or 
when radiant and dynamic lleat becomes the latent heat of liq-

uefaction and evaporation, or when the dynamic radiation 

from the sun is stored up in the niolecaitlar structure of the 

hydro-carbons of vegetable and animal organisms by chemical 

affinity and the vital forces; and it becomes partly potential 

when heat is absorbed. 

This force, or eaergy, is directly subject to observation 

only when dynamic; it apparently disappears when a ball 

thrown up lodges on the roof of a house, or when heat be- 

comes latent in liquefaction and evaporation, and when heat 

and light are stored up in the molecular structure of vegeta- 

ble organisms. But we know that  by appropriate means it 
can be rendered again dynamic, with its full integrity and 

with the qualities it possessed before its imprisonment, in- 

cluding the equivalence of its different forms. It becomes 

dynamic in the form in which it was rendered potential; in 

the bib11 loosed from its perch the energy becomes dynamic 

as rnolar motion; in liquids and gases subjected to pressure 

the la ten^ heat of liquefaction and evaporation becomes 

again dynamic as heat; and in the combustion of vegetable 

organisms the sun's energy becomes again dynamic substan. 

tially as it was locked up. 

Light is undoubtedly a division of the heat form of this 

force, or energy. I t  is rendered potential in vegetable or- 

ganisms, and becon~es dynamic as heat, not as light, when 

the combustiorl of the organism occurs slowly and a t  a low 

temperature. I t  not ortly results from intense heat, but 

Professor Tyndall has demonstrated that  heat rays, after 

they leave the body which sends them forth, may beconcen- 

trated into light rays. It will therefore be sufficiently accu- 

rate for our present purpose to consider both heat and light 

as together constituting a single form of this force, or en- 

ergy. 
If expansion is resisted by cohesion, chemical affinity, 

n~ecl~anicalpressure, or otherwise, the temperature of the 

body rises in proportion to the increments of the force, or  

energy, received; radiation increases with rise of tempera-

ture, and if the resistance is sufficient, incandescence and 

the more intense radiation in the form of light, begin. 

I t  may be imp~ssible from lack of power in any machine 

which man can construct to compel by compression of ex-

panded rnatter incandescent radiation. But when heat be- 

comes radiant as it does from co:npression. it is only a ques- 

tion of intensity whether the matter rad~ating heat will be- 

come red hot and radiate light also. 

In  the combustion of hydrocarbons it is evidently the re- 

sistance to expansion which causes heat radiation, and as 

this resistance becomes more intense, lxglit radiation also. 

In  the vegetable or animal organisms which constitute the 

hydrocarbons a new molecular structure has been built up, 

in which force, or energy, coming dynamic from the sun 

has been stored u p  and rendered as completely potential as 

the energy of a ball lodged on the roof of a house, or  as dy-

uamic heat when it becomes the latent heat of liquefaction 

or evaporation. This force, or energy, thus stored up by 

chemical and vital action in the new molecular structure and 

rendered potential, is set free and again rendered dynamic by 

the cllemicxl reaction of combustion, and the material ele- 

ments return substantially to the condition in which they 

were before. 

The force, or energy, thus set free by the chemical react1011 

a t  once begins the work of dynamic energy; and if the mat- 

ter in which the reaction occurs is free to expand, the energy 

is expended in the niolecular niotioli evidenced by expansion. 
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But  if expansion is resisted by cohesion, chemical affinity, o r  

mechanical compression, there is a n  elevation of temperature 

and  the other phenomena of heat. 

As resistance to  expansion increases, heat becomes more 

intense; a n d  when heat radiation is unable to  carry of? the 

energy as  rapidly a s  i t  is set free, the matter becomes incau- 

descent, and the more intense form of liglit radiation be-

gins. 

Tile graphic description of ordinary combustion i n  Dr. 

Josiah P Cooke's 'LNew Chemistry " leaves no doubt that 

this is what actually occurs, a n d  that " the light comes from 

the  incanclescent solid particles," because they are  Inore per- 

sistent in resistance to  the molecular niotion evidenced by 

expansion, The mornent these particles a re  convertecl into 

carbonic dioxide. and  aqueous vapor, and thus Lecoine free 

to  expand, the matter ceases to  be il2candescent. 

If we could provide some means ~ i iordinary combustion 

for  retaining the carbonic dioxide and  aqueous vapor, with 

She rnolec~lles conceetrated as  they are  in  the carbon parti- 

cles, the matter would doubtless continue inca~ldescent after 

the reactior~; aud undoubtedly the energy expended in the 

expansion of the carbon dioxide and aqueous vapor, could 

be converted into radiant heat by sufficient compression of 

those gases. 
mnhe pheuomena of explosions demonstrate eveR more 

clearly than ordinary con~bust ion that the developmenL of 

heat results f rom resistance to molecular u~otion.  Loose 

gun-cotton exploded, nil1 not  develop heat sufficient to  ~ y n i t e  

gun-powder in  contact with i t ;  but if the gun-cotton is  con- 

fined, ~ t s  combuslion develops heat  sufficient to ignite gun-  

powder, and substances fa r  more refractory. I t  is said that  

the reason for this peculiar result of the  explosion ol loose 

g u n  cotton, is that  there is not time to develop the  heat. But 

the  t rue reason undoubtedly is that  the molecular m o t i ~ u  set 

u p  IS so intense, as  comparecl to the resistance of the  atmos- 

phere, that the entire force or  energy of the explosion i; ex-

pended i n  that work. and there ir little o r  n o  necessity for 

elevation of temperature or radiation. 

I n  firing a gun,  the energy developed b y  the explosion is 

divided into three parts: that  which by reason of resistance 

to molecular motion causrs elevation of temperature and  

radiation i n  the barrel;  tha t  which imparts molar motiori to 

the  projectrle (which we know may also be converted into 

heat) ; and,  third, the residue of molecular motiori cvhicli is 

dissipated In the atmosphere a t  the muzzle of the  gun ,  and  

neither develops heat i n  the barrel nor adds to the molar 

motion of the projectile. 

If the foregoing inductions are  sound, the heat developed 

by  a n  explosion is determilled by the resistance t o  the mo- 

lecular motion exerted by tile force or  energy set free and  

rendered dynamic by the chemical reaction. This resistance 

consists of cohesion and chenrical affinity in the  matter i n  

which the reaction occurs, a n d  in the environment. If the 

whole force or energy set free and rendered dynamic is d, 

a n d  the whole resistance is r ,  and  x the units of heat derel- 
d 

oped, then x=- . 
r 

This explains why the attempts made to determine the en-  

ergy of the u'lits of heat in 
explosion have resulted ill unmitigated nonsense.' 

This has doubtless been a source of error i n  determining 

t h e  heat evolved or absorbed i n  chemical processes. The 

1 The true measure of the energy of exploslons must be the amount of 
energy set free by the chemical reaotion, and this is determtned by the num- 
ber of molecules put in motion (quantity of matter, etc.) and their velooity. 

energy converted into heat  by  resistance to molecular motion, 

and afterwards lost by rad ia t~on  o r  concluctiou. is  estimated 

or  o t h e r w i ~ e  talcell into the account, but that which slips 

away  in the form of unresisted n~olecular  motion is not 

c~uunted. 

"Although these values," says Dr. Cooke i n  Elis "@hemi-

eal Philosophy," "a re  undoubtedly as  fundamental  con-

stants of c1:emistry as the atomic weights, yet they have not  

been a s  yet  so fully confirmed or  so thoroughly collated as  

to  enable us to  present a n  entirely consistent system. Hence 

the table here given [of heat evolvecl or absorbed i n  different 

chemical actiqns] must be regarded a s  provisional, and  as  

serving only to illustrate the principles of the sulsject." 

I t  is not necessary to the present inductions to determine 

wllethec the molecular motion evidenced by expansion, and  

which, when resisted, results i n  elevat~orl of temperature a n d  

other phenoinena of heat, is molecular vibration as supposed 

i n  the kinetic theory, o r  a rectilinear p ro jec t~ou  of the  mole- 

cules, as  I have tried to  prove.3 All we need to know is Lhat 

this molecular motion, whatever may  be its character or di- 

rection, is work done, and, as  in  the  case of molar motion, 

the energy embodied in it  cannot  be converted into heat ex- 

cept by resistance. 

Elevation of temperature. whi,.h is the fiist phenomenon 

of heat, seems to be a preparation for  the  flight of radiation, 

the flight bpcoming more rapid o r  intense a s  the temperature 

rises: bu t  energy will not  make the preparation n o r  begin the 

flight from the matter i n  which it  is embodled, unless ~ t s  

work of molar o r  molecular motion is resisted or hindered. 

Whether  heat absorbed by matter is energy par-

tially potential by  the partial counteraction of cohesion, o r  

whether i t  continues ful ly  dynamic i n  the work of increased 

molecular vibration as  supposed i n  the kinetic theory, i t  is 

not  necessary for our  present purpose to determine. W e  

know certainly that  heat is absorbed by  matter, and the 

phenornena of the a t m a p h e r e  demonstrate that  the capacity 

of matter to absorb heat diminishes by  some as  yet  undeter- 

mined ratio with increase of tenuity. This dinlinutlon of 

capacity to absorb heat  doubtless results from the smaller 

nurnber of molecules to  which motion can  be imparted; a n d  

taken in connection with the induction tha t  energy becomes 

radrant a s  heat and  l ight  when molecular motion is resisted, 

01. hindered, it  furnishes a very simple explanation of the  in- 

tense heat  and  brilliant incandescence which sulall incre- 

ments of energy develop i n  highly exhausted tubes. 

The work of molecular motion being restricted by the 

paucity of the  molecules, the small increments of energy, 

finding n o  sufficient work i n  moving them, elevation of tern- 

perature and incandescence follow, for  substantially the  same 

reason as  i n  other cases where greater increments of energy 

are applied. 

I t  seems to make n o  specific difference whether the incre- 

ments of energy a r e  imparted b y  the direct conduction or  

radiation of heat, o r  by resistance to a current  of electric~ty. 

Mr. Crookes, by  concentrating increments of energy in a 

highly exhausted tube on iridio-platinum alloy, one of the 

most refractory metallic compouncis, not only raised it  to a 

white heat, but  actually melted i t :  while the same measura- 

ble of applied to the same substance in 
the atmosphere, or in some medium not more tenuous, 

mould have calmed hardly a n  appreciable elevation of tem- 

perature. The energy, i n  such case, would be expended i n  

PhilOsOphy," revised edition (lSgl)* p' 
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molecular motion i n  the surrounding medium. And the  

brilliant incandescence in  Geissler, Crooltes, and Tyndall 

tubes from minute increments of energy are  well Irnoaa. 

This increase of temperature and  radiation from srnall in- 

crements of energy in highly tenuous matter seems to be 

what  we ought  to expect from the pheaomena of this force 

or  energy when it  is i n  the form of n ~ o l a r  motion. W e  then 

measure i t  by the  mass and  veloclty of the moving body; 

tha t  is, by  its momentum, ancl this momentum is what is con- 

vertible into heat when the movement is 

Increase in velocity compensates for decrease in mass, and  

hence a srnall projectile, a t  high velocity, mill do the same 

work as  a lalager projectile a t  lower velocity; and the mo- 

mentum, in each case, can be converted into the same units 

of heat. F o r  obviously the  same reason, the intense ve loc~ty  

imparted to the gaseous products of a n  explosion of dyna-

mite enables this highly tenuous matter to d o  precisely the 

same work on a hard rock, as a hamnler of a million times 

the  mass, but moving w ~ t b  only one-millionth of the ve-

locity. 

But  there is necessarily a limit to this substitution of ve- 

locity for mass; and this limit is in the capacity of matter to 

embody the energy;  and when the force of energy is applied 

t o  matter in the form of heat nre ought  to  expect to find the 

same limit. This application in the forin of heat may  be 

made by  conduction, when the whole energy imparted is 

absorbed ; or  by radiation whet1 only so much as is not re- 

flected, is absorbed; but the resulting phenomena are  the  

same, whatever may  be the process by which the absorption 

is accomplished. 

The  fact developed in spectrum analysis, that  incandescent 

matter absorbs the same rays of light which it  emits, seems 

t o  be another illustration of the law that  the capacity of 

matter to  receive radiant  energy is limited, and in this case 

b y  its capacity to  radiate the energy received. 

If the evolution of heat and  elevation of temperature re- 

sults f rom resisted molecular motion, it  necessar~ly follows, 

tha t  a single molecule, moving in unconfined space, what- 

ever  may  be its velocity, would be a t  the absolute zero of 

temperature. But  this is mere speculation of n o  scientific 

value, because we have no evidence that a molecule can be- 

come separated from other molecules, nor tha t  it is possible 

to  place it where it  could move without resistance. 

But  there is another induction of  pract~cal  importance in  

sustaining the assumption that  we h a r e  just made. If the 

effect of heat  ~ m p a r t e d  to matter by conduction or radiation 

is  to  set up  the molecular motion evidenced b y  expansion, 

a n d  this work of molecular motion must be resisted before 

radiation begins, i t  necessarily follows that  the number of 

molecules i n  the body receiving heat, and to which motion 

c a n  be imparted ; iii other worcls, the density of tenuity of 

t h e  matter, must be a n  element, determining, i n  some meas- 

ure, the capacity of the matter to  absorb heat. 

This explains why the atmosphere decreases in tempera- 

ture  with increase of tenuity, upwards from the earth's sur- 

face; and why we can  assume absolute ze~lo i n  space entirely 

unoccupied by ponderable matter, if there is a n y  space thus 

entirely unoccupied. notwithstanding the  presence of poteu- 

tial o r  dynamic energy, because it  is only in conjunctioil 

mith ponderable matter (resisted molar or molecu!ai, motion) 

tha t  dynamic energy develops elevation of temperature, ancl 

t h e  other phenomena of heat. 

It is obvious that  force or  energy in the form of molar 

motion is being constantly couvei~ted by impact o r  friction 

in to  the form of heat. Taking the earth a s  a whole, 2uring 

the period of  human observation, this constant conversion of 

molar motion into heat has been compensated by a conver- 

sion of heat into molar motion, so that  the  equilibrium be- 

tween the two forms of this force or energy has been pre- 

served i n  terrestrial nature, and there has been n o  loss of 

m o t ~ o n  nor  increase of beat, since man  began to observe 

nature and  keep a record of his observations. 

Resistance to  niovemeat, that  is, to  the work being done 

b y  the force or  e i ~ e r p y  in molar m o t ~ o n ,  is necessary to con- 

vert the force o r  energy into the  form of heat ;  and it  may 

be that  when this force of energy is applied to  ponderable 

matter in  the farm of heat, and its proper work as  heat  is 

resisted, the surplus heat may be converted directly into molar 

n~otion.  

I t  is certainly within the range of possibility, that,  under  

certain condl~ions,  a body of ponderable matter may  receive 

increments of heat more r a p ~ d l y  than i t  can  furnish work 

for it in  the molecular motion of expansion, o r  discharge it 

by radiation or conduction; and,  in  such case, i t  seems in- 

evitable that the body thus receiving more heat t h a n  it  could 

furnish work for o r  discharge, if free to move. would be put  

i n  motion away fronl the source of heat, and that  this mo- 

tion would continue until  a distance from the source of heat  

was reached, a t  which the heat received was not greater than  

could be employed in expansion or discharged 111 radiation 

and couduct~on.  

Dr. Grove was inclined to the  opinion that  it  was thus 

possible to convert heat directly into n ~ o l a r  motion. H e  

says, "There whicharc, indeed, sorne dehcate e ~ p e ~ i n ~ e n t s  
tend to prove that  a repulsive a c t ~ o n  between separate masses 

is produced by heat. Fteesnel found that  mobile bodies heated 

i n  a n  exhausted receiver repelled each other  to  senstble dis- 

tances; and Baden Powell found that  the colored rings, 

usually called Newton's rings, change their breadth and  

position, when the glasses between which they appeap a re  

heated, i n  a manner  which slrowed tha t  the glasses repelled 

each otl.ler." ' 
But, however t l ~ a t  m a y  be, there is certainly a molar nlo- 

tion which always follows and evidences the  molecular 

nlotion of expansion. The l a w  that  action and reaction 

must be equal a n d  opposite, applies to molecular motion i n  a 

closed vessel. I t  is the operation of this l aw which secures 

uniforrri pyessure i n  steam boilers, and other like devices for 

using gas expansion for mechanical purposes; and thus con- 

verts the n~olecular  motion, evidenced by expansion, into 

molar motion. DANIELX. TROY. 
(To be cont~nued.) 
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*** Correspo?zdents are requested to  be as brief aspossible. The writer's name  
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The editor unll be glad to  publish any  queries consonant mi th  the character 
of the journal .  

A Question in Physics. 

CANthere be a crowding of the particles of a gas to a much 
smaller compass without its being marlredly heated ? Can a gas 
expand without being cooled ? At first thought the answer xvould 
seem to be an emphatic no in both cases; but it mould appear that 
these conditions may exist sometimes. Scie?zce, Vol. XV., p. 387, 

published the results obtained by direct determination of the 
heating of air when conlpressed by a pump connected by a long 
tube with the cylinder. A coinpression to ten inches above at- 
mospheric pressure gave a heating of about 4O F., ignoring the 
heat lost to the sides of the cylinder. The corresponding expan- 
sion into the open air gave a cooling of about 4", neglecting the 

1 L'C~rrel&tlonancl Conservation o f  Forces," p. 41. D. Appleton & Co. 1890. 



heating effect of the cylinder. These results were stronqly com- 

bated by Professor Ferrel in Science, Vol XVI.. pp. 192 and 193, 

and also ,by Profewor Marvin. Professor Ferrel pubhshed the 

well-knonn thermo d>namic. formula, given in Science for Feb. 

19, and applying it to the heating in the above case found it  43' 

F. instead of the 4 O  found by the excerlment. I t  rvoulci seem, 

however, that these experuments had not been controverted, and 

it  is probable that their justness rnag yet t)e establlshetl This 

problem is far-reaching in its application, and it  is for this reason 

that it is dwelt upon at  snn~e  length. 

'I'he formula given by Professor Ferrel applies only in cases 

where a gas is compressed directly b j  an external force, and when 

all the heat developed in the work of compression is concentrated 

in the gas. One of Joule's experiments will serve toeluc~tlate t h ~ s  

point. He determined the n~echanical equivalent of heat by im- 

mersing the cylinder into which the air was to be compressed and 

the compressing pump in the same water bath, and then deter- 

mining the amount of compression and the total heat developed. 

This shows a t  once the truth of the following proposition. If a 
gas when compressed is to be raised to the te~nperatiire indicated 

by theory, it  is \erg essential that all the heat developed in the 

work of compression enter it. This proposition seems self-evi-

dent; nevertheless, i t  would seem that nearly all the errors that 

have entered the various discussions and theories regarding this 

matter have arisen f.rom a neglect of this obvious statement. 

We may analyze Joule's experiment in order to gain a clearer 

understanding of the problem. Suppose the compressing pump 

hati been in a bath by itself, and the cylinder in another bath; 

also that no heat was lost in the passage of the air fro117 the p u ~ n p  

to the cylinder. Under these circumstances a good deal of the 

heat due to the action of the pump would have passed into its 

bath, and only a small portion would have been carried by the hot 

air ~ n t o  the cjlinder. Let us consider that a celtain definite 

amount of heating would have taken place if all the heat had en- 

tered the air in Joule's original experiment, the formula gives the 

rise as 123O F. if the initial temperature of the air had been GOQ, 

and the compression n-as to two atmospheres. In the p~esent in- 

stance, however, most of the heat would have been absorbed by 

the bath around the pump, and would not have been available for 

heating the compressed air in the cylinder, I t  is impossible to 

consider that the same amount of work would ha te  sufficed to 

heat the water around the pump, and then would have developed 

heat enough to ~ a i s e  the temperature of the air in  the cylinder 

123O. 

Again, suppose that the compressed air, before entering thecjl- 

inder, had its temperature lotvered to the outside tempe~ature; is 

it not plain that all the heat ilereloped in the work of compression 

woulcl be disposed of, and none a t  all would be available for heat- 

ing the compressed air?  We see, then, that it  is entirely feasible 

to bring about certain conditions under which a gas may be greatly 

compressed without being heated. 

Let us take t u  o equal cylinders connected by a tube and com-

press the air in one, A, to three atmospheres, the air in the other, 

B, being a t  atmospheric pressure. Let the air in A be a t  the tem- 

perature of the outside air. On opening cotnm~inication between 

the cylinders the air in A will be slightly chilled, owing to the 

work of imparting a certain velocity to those particles rushing 

into B; while the air in B will be heated slightly from the impact 

of the particles rushing out of A .  All the heat due to the work 

of compression, however, will have disappeared, and none t~111 be 

available for heating the air in B (See Enc. Brit , Vol. XXII.. p. 

480, section 34). 

Lastly, snppose that the air in A should be allotved to escape 

into the open air; the resistance to the rush of the air ~vould be 

much leks than in the last case, and hence a greater velocity 

would be imparted to the particles rushing from A, and the cooling 

~ o i ~ l d  The situation appears very be slightly greater than before. 

plain, and there is no difficulty notvin understanding why theear-

lier experimental heating and cooling was only 4O. 

These views seem almost startling in their nature, and if true 

certainly have profound signiticance. Let us try to picture the 

real condition of the gas when under compression and flowing 

from one reservoir to another. The confined air has a certain po- 
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tential energy and a capacity for work; it may flow into any res- 

ertoir where the air is a t  atmospheric pressure without losing its 

potential energy, and hence, i f  none of its energy is lost, it cannot 

be used up i r l  heating the air. Is it not like the water in a pond 

having a certain head or capacity for work? We may enlarge 

the pond, and allow the water to flow over a larger area; but the 

capacity for work will be diminished very slightly. X. 
Feb. 23. 

T h e  Balloon Problem. 

THEproblem of the amount of work done by the gas in a bal-

loon expanding as the balloon rises, as proposed in Science for 

Feb. 19, may be much more significant than even the proposer 

has thought. Take a bag p~rfectlg flex~ble and holding two cubic 

feet Force out all the air and tie the neck. If we attempt t o  

separate the sides, we shall find ir; impossible to do so; as  

the air presses upon it fifteen pounds to the square inch. Allow 

a cubic foot of dry air to enter and again close the bag. W e  

shall find the same difficulty as before in further opening the bag. 

Consider that the air in the bag has been heated 490°, which will 

just fill the bag. To separate the molecules has required a work 

equivalent to lifting 2,160 pounds one foot, and for convenience 

\re say that the gas in expandlng has lifted the weight of the at- 

mosphere. Is it proper, however, to think of the outside air a s  

having been lifted? Has any more outside air been lifted than 

the 1.2 ounees that a cubic foot weighs? Tile work, then, has 

been internal and not external This is a very important distinc- 

tion. The external work has been only that required to lift the 

weight of air displaced. 

This can be shown best, perhaps, by determining just how much 

change has taken place in the heharior of the bag to outside in- 

fluences. IF any external work has been done, we ought to be 

able to measure it. If the hag with its two cubic feet of air were 

?eft to itself, i t  would soar aloft, and it would require a weight of 

just 1.2  ounces to restrain it. We say the heated air displaces 

t a o  cubic feet of air a t  the outside temperature; and since its 

density is just half that of the outside air, it can lift a weight 

equal to that of one cubic foot of air. 

Instead of heating the air, let u3 connect the empty bag with a 

reservoir having a gas which has a density just half that of the 

air. Here the conditions are entirely changed. The reservoir, to  

all intents and purpose?, is connected with the outside air, an& 

when we connect the mouth of the bag with it, there is no more 

n*or k required to expand the bag than if vie had opened it into the 

outside air. In the case before, after closing the bag, we coulcf 
not open it till some internal work had been done in expanding 

the air;  but now that internal work is not needed, and the only 

work done by the gas in expanding the bag is that required to lift 

one cubic foot of air one foot. The lifting power of the bag is 

precisely the same as it was when it contained air a t  490". The 

amount of external work in expandlng the bag, or capacity to do 

external work, is exactly the same. 

Take the same bag, empty as at  first, and connect it  nit11 a 
reservoir containing two cubic feet of air a t  the outside tempera- 

ture but a t  a pressure of two atmospheres. The air will flow 

quickly into the bag and an equilibrium w ~ l l  be established witb 

the pressure at  one atmosphele in both the reservoir and bag. 

How much external work has been done ? Has the air in expand- 

ing litted an enornlous weight? Certainly not; the external work 

has been equal to that required to lift two cubic feet of air, or 2.4 
ounces, one foot. Here again we haxe entirely different condi- 

tions from those in the first case. On connecting the bag with 

the reservoir we virtually opened it  to the outside air, and the out- 

side air did all the work wirich in the first case was needed to be 

done in separating the particles of air, or in increasing their 

kinetic energy. We can see this a t  once by the following consid- 

erations. Open the bag into the free air;  we can pull the sides 

apart to their fullest extent. Now connect the opened bag with 

the reservoir which has the air a t  the outside pressure, the condi- 

tions remain exactly as before, when the mouth of the bag was 

open to the outside air. Empty the bag and connect it with the 

reservoir. No change will take place, but the reservoir will vir- 

tually I-,? connected witb the outside air. Now gently force air  
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into the reservoir; the connection of the bag with the outside air 
will remain as before, and when the bag is full the only work ex- 
ternal to the reservoir will be that of lifting 2.4 ounces one foot. 

When a balloon rises into the atmosphere, then, the gas does 
not expand, and in so doing perform an enormous amount of ex 
ternal work; but it simply displaces the air. The amount of work 

in this case would be very small inrleed, and the consequent cool- 
ing of the gas slight. The conditions are precisely similar to what 

they were when we connected the bag with our reservoir having 
the air under pressure. In rising, the balloon continually arrives 

a t  a region in which the pressure is less and the expanding gas 
simply displaces the surrounding air. Every cubic foot expan- 

sion in the gas of the balloon at  sea level displaces a cubic foot of 
air nt a pressure of thirty inches. If the pressure of the outside 

air were suddenly diminished to ten inches, the work done would 
he that of lifting a gas weighing one-third of the air a t  normal 
pressure, or about .4 ounces to each cubic foot. This would cause 

almost an inappreciable cooling in the gas. 

:2 very interesting point may be mentioned in this connection. 

What became of the energy stored in the reserroir in the air com- 
press~d to two atmospheres, after the air had expanded to normal 
pressure in the reservoir and bag P PARADOX. 

February 26,1892. 

The  Loup Rivers in Nebraska. 

I AM gratified that my article of Jan. 29 possessed some interest 

for so able an authority as Professor W. M. Davis of Harvard, 

albeit, he is somewhat critical. 
My main propositions, and I think they will stand, notwith- 

standing the objections of my critic, are these: -
1, The Loup rivers were probably once "separate tributaries of 

the Platte, all independent of each other, as rouphly indicated by 
the dotted lines on the map " (Fig. 1, p. 59, Science, Jan. 29, 

1892). 
2. Pliocene lacustrine deposition along the Platte '' crowded 

the mouths of these tributaries eastward and made them coalesce 

into a single large tributary." 
3. Headwater erosion "swept the upper courses westward by a 

series of captures." 
Instead of my first proposition, Professor Davis ascribes to me 

the postulate " that a t  the beginning of the current cycle of river 

history the several branches of the Loup River all pursued inde- 
pendent courses to the Platte." He makes definite my indefinite 
( 6  once," but not in a may that I can accept The plain inference 

from my second proposition is that the period of separate existence 

of these tributaries a as in the Niocene. 
Whelher that is equivalent to the "postulate" of Professor 

Davis depends upon the definition of "cycle." The facts, as I 

have read them in the field, are these: In Miocene times tribu- 

taries of the Platte, now constituting the Loup system, were de- 
veloped only to the stage of young rivers, not mature rivers, au 

Professor Davis supposes. Then came submergence and partial 

obstruction of their valleys; partial only, because the Pliocene 

rnarls will not average more than fifty feet in thickness, not one- 
fourth of the depth of the valleys. When Lnke Cheyenne retired, 

the rivers resumed business in their former channels, except near 
the Platte, where the excessive deposition turned them eastward. 

The silt in the Platte valley has been penetrated to the depth of 
five hundred feet without reaching the bottom. 

Here then is a cycle of river history interrupted in its infancy, 
and subseauentlr resumed. Its course was not half run when the 

rivers were drowned, and, even now, after their emergence and 

resurrection, they are still young rivers, with abundant vigor and 
abundant opportunities for headwater erosion and river piracy. 
If this series of events may be accounted a single cycle, notwith- 
standing the Lake Cheyenne episode, then I can adopt the "pos-

tulate" as eauivalent to my first proposition. 
If I understand him aright, Professor Davis does not raise any 

objections to my second proposition. He does indeed argue against 
a supposed contention of mine, which is not mine at  all, namely, 
that the coalescence of the lower courses into one Loup River was 

due to headwater erosion. 

The effects which I did assign to headwater erosion were limited 

to the "upper courses," as stated in the third proposition. Inspite 
of all objections, that proposition seeins to be reasonable and 
valid. No region on this continent is more favorable for the study 
of simple, unobstructed headwater erosion than these western 

plains. The rirers are young. Great blocks of table lands lie yet 
unbroken by drainage lines, and into these fresh ravines are con- 

stantly eating back. The tertiary beds are soft and practically 
homogeneous, so far as resistance to erosion is concerned, so that 

no question need be raised abo~lt  dip, strike, folds, or alternations 

of hard and soft strata. Upon such a terrane the Miocene rivers 
established themselves with a south east course consequent upon 

the slope to the south-east. The Rocky Mountain upheaval, to- 
gether with excessit e deposition along the Platte, changed the 

slope to the north-east, transverse to the established direction of 

the rivers. Cross-cutting and captl~res of westerly headwaters 
was the natural result of this change of slope. 

The eastward tilt which the whole country got a t  the time the 
Rocky Rlountains were elevated also affected the development of 

the main Loup. Without that upheaval t h e  northern tributaries 
would have been dammed back by the silt along the Platte, and 
formed a series of swamps, instead of coale~cing in a free-flowing 

stream. 
That objection of Professor Davis, which is based upon the 

" sjstematic location " of Prairie Creek " between two parallel 

and larger rivers in a district of horizontal beds," is not serious. 

I n  the first place, I never dreamed of ascribing it  to headwater 

erosion. It  is obviously the result of Pliocene deposition crowding 
the Luup so far from the Platte that subsidiary drainage was de- 

veloped on the intervening space. In the second place, this latest 
product, appearing upon the surface of a great mass of Pliocene 
silt, cuts no figure in determining the primitive course of chan- 

nels lying a t  the bottoni of that rnass of silt. 
Further criticisms from Professor Davis will be most welcome 

-- - L. E. HICKS. 

The  Aboriginal North American Tea. 

IN Science for Jan. 22, 1892, is an abstract of Bulletin No. 14, 
United States Department of Agriculture, on " The Aboriginal 

North American Tea," Ilex cassine, which recalls to me that dur- 
ing our civil war, when the Confederate soldiers were encamped 

in the vicinity of the Rappahannock River, especially during the 

winter of 1862-3, that not; only they, but also the inhabitants of 
that region, used freely the leaves of the American holly tree, Ilea 
opaca, in the preparation of a decoction as a substitute for China 

tea. This species of holly is not only abundant in that region, 
but p o a 7 s  to a large size, trees of eighteen inches in diameter and 

over being not uncommon in the thickets bordering the low 

grounds of the Rappahannock. 
I do not know how they came to begin the use of this decoction, 

whether from a local handing down of the Indian custom of using 

the cassena tea, as Wood styles the Ilex cassine, or whether i t  may 

not have been suggested by soldiers from Alabama, who were 
numerous i n  the Confederate army, and who would be more likely 

to know of the use the Creeks made of the leaves of the shrub 
holly. 

In this connection the question arises as to whether any use was 
made during our civil war of the leaves of the New Jersey tea, 

Ceanothus Bn~ericanabs, which were used during the Revolution 

as a substitute for Chinese tea. JED.WOTCHKISS. 
Staunton, Va., Feb. 24. 

AMONG THE PUBLISHERS. 

THE laboratory course in psychology, by Dr. E. C. Sanford, 
which is being published in parts in the An~erican Jouv.nal of 

Psgchology, is to be issued at  a later date in book-form. I t  is the 
only practical course ever published. 

-Messrs. J. Wiley & Sons, publishers of scientific works, New 
York City, have just issued the fourth edition of Thurston's 
" Manual of steam-boilers," and the fourth edition of his a Fric-
tion and Lost Work in Machinery and Millwork." These works, 
like all others on their list, are kept under constant revision. and 
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thus given continually increasing value. Each new edition shows 
the perfecting toucl~of theauthor'ehand. Messrs. Baudry &Cie., 
the French correspondents of this firm, have c~mpleteda transla-
tion into French of the "Manual of Steam-engine and Boiler Tri-
als," by the same author, and wlll a t  once send it to press. They 
are also translating the ' ' Manual of the Steam-engine," and ex-
pect to have that in tj-pe before the close of the year, under spe-
cia1 arrangements with author and publishers. 

-The number for IIarch begins the seventh pear of TheForum, 

for its  seventh Sear several new enterprises in periodical 
are announced : first and foremost. the silver ti^^. ~h~ 

methods, and the other by Professor John Earle on '&TheStudy 
of English." Another line of special work laid down by The 
Forum is an inyestigation and discussion of Municipal Govern-
ment, which is confessrdly the wesk place in our whole gorern-
mental system. The present number contains an investigation 
made by Professor Peabody of Harvard into the municipal gov-
ernment of Dresden. The Progress of the most Important Arts 
and Sciences will make a continuous feature of the coming vol-

umes of The Forum, such as ~ r c h i -Music, sculpture, ~ a i u t i n ~ ,  
tecture, the Practical Application of Electricity, the Advance of 
Preventive Medicine, the Progressof Astronomy. Another group 

by M ~ .  who of subjects - old subjects that scientific progrpss makes of per-~~~~h number contains t n . ~papers on it -one ~ l ~ ~ d ,  
makes his best argument for silver, and the other by &Ir,Leech, 
director of the mint.  the follo,\ing months ~h~ F~~~~will 
publish the most thorough discussionof thissubject that has been 

made, by the foremost writers of both continents. ~h~~~ 
will he a special frature of forthcor,,ing numbers. ~h~ ~ d 
tional Investigation into the work of the public schools in the sev-

eral large cities of the union has been announced, and 
Dr. J. M. Rice, the special student of the most advanced school-
work abroad, is now engaged in this task. His articles will begin 
in a n  early number. In  the March number are two noteworthy 
educational articles -one by Mr. Clarence King. on .'The E d u  
cation of the Future," wherein he shows tbe narrow lim~tationsof 
all our teaching, and points out the yet undeveloped tields and 

petbal interest -will be Good Country Roads, and HOW well  
they Pay; Scientific Agriculture and its Possibilities; What the 
Coming Man will Eat and How He will Cook i t ;  and the like. 
The especial development of The Forum will be in the direction of 
original investigation by experts and authorities, into all classes~ ~ ~ . 
of subjects of the greatest concern to readers who wish to keep 
abreast in their thought and lives with the world's progress; and 
the aim is never to thresh Over 

-A revised edition of Herbert Spencer's ' ' Social Statics," the 
book which has created such a stir among social reformers, will 
be issued shortly by D. Appleton & Co., simultaneo~~slywith its 
publication in England. Having been much annoyed by the per-
sistent quotation from this work, in the face of repeated warnings, 

CALENDAR O F  SOCIETIES. I U/'U&S. I Exchanges. 

Philosophical Society, Washington. 
Atzy#erson ~ r e k i n ~ n p o s i t i o n  which he is quali-for 

Aed by hisscienfi$c attainments, or anyperson seekingFeb, 27. -M. W.~ ~ ~~~t~~~on i ~ ~ t ~ ~ ,
rome one to j l 1  a position of thzs charactrr, be i t  that 

the Climate of Death Valley; L.A. Bauer, o f a  teacher of science chemist, drauchtsman or what 
not. may have the * &'ant7 inserted under ;his head~ i l d ~ , ~~ ~ secular l ~ ~ ~ ~of the ~ varia-FREE O F  COST,i f  he satisfies the publisher o j  the suit-

tion Phenomenon of Terrestrial Magnetism; 

B. Pickman Bfann, An Attempted Solution 
of a Social Problem. 

Society of Natural History, Boston. 

%lar. 2.-W. C f .  Farlow, Notes on Collec-
tions of Cryptogams from the Higher 
Mountains of New England; G. Frederick 
wright, ~~~~~i~~of E~~~~~~~ ~ by 
Norwegian Glaciers; Additional Evidence 
Concerning Remains under the 
Sonora Table Mountain, California. 

T h e  Numismatic and Antiquarian Society, 
Philadelphia. 

Mar. 3.-Daniel G .  Brinton, Mediaeval and 
Aboriginal Dramas. 

METAL, MARBLE, AND MOSAIC WORK. 

MEMORIAL 

HIS TORICAL  

TABLETS  

TABLETS EXECUTED IN METAL,  

OR MARBLE AND MOSAIC.  

PHOTOGRAPHS ON REQUEST.  

ZLLUSTRA TED HANDBOOK FREE.  

59 Carnzine St., New YoYR. 

a61e character of his afilication. Anyperson serking 
informafion on any scienti$c question, the address of 
any rcientz)k man, or whocarr in any way  trsethiscol-

for a #ur?oJe consonant with the nature of f h 

paper, is cordially invited to do so. 

A PROFESSORSHIP i n  Chemistry is  wanted .  by  
one who has  had five years' experience i n  t h a t  

capacity. Would prefer t o  give instruction by
lectures a n d  experiments ra ther  t h a n  by  text-book 
methods.  Would like a position in a college o r  uni-
versi!y where there is  a good student.8 laboratory.
S p e c ~ a lpolntsof strengthclaimed are :  (1)Thorough~ l ~ ~ dcontrol of a class and good order during lectures 
and  recitations. c2) Accuracy in experimenting
with chemicals aid skill i n  t h e  manipulation of 
chemical apparatus. ~h~ permission of dis. 
tinguished educators has been given to refer to 
them if required, wouldnot care to a 
sition paying less than Address B, E,,  care 
of Science, 8 i 4  Broadway, New Pork.  

ADDRESS WANTED.-Will some one please send  
t h e  address  of t h e  Secretary of t h e  Amencan 

Philological Society. Also tha t  of Herbert  Spencer. 
"ADDISON," Room 84, 164 Madison St., Chicago, 111. 

DDRESSES of Old Book Dealers wanted,-Wish-A ing t o  obtain a numberof old booksout  of print.
I very much desire t h e  addresses o r  catalogues of 
ra re  second-hand book dealers. 14 there  i s  a dire:-
tory  o r  l ~ s tof such  dealers I should like t o  obtain 
possessiou of one. W. A. HLAEELY, Chicago, 111. 

ANTED.-(l) A white man versed in andw iron workiog, able t o  work from speciJ3cations
and plans, suited for  an  ins t ruc tor  of boys; his bus.  
iness t o  have charge of shops of school, outline a n d  
direct  t h e  work for  foremen and s tudents ;  salary t o  
b 3  51,000 per annum (nine months). ( 2 )  A m a n  
(black preferred) t o  teach  t h e  co!ored, iron working
a n d  for in , subordinate t o  t h e  preceding; salary,
$7g0, (i)1man competentto take classes 
in engineering (assistant'sPosition), but 
ability to perforln any of the work required in any
of t h e  ordinary engineering courses of our  universi-
t ies;  salary from $1,000 t o  $1,51N). A. H. BEALS, 
Milledgeville, Qa. 

M E T ~ L ,MARBLE, AND MOSAIC WORK. 
-.. .---

[ F r e e o f c h a r g e  t o  all ,  if o fsa t i s fac tory  character.  

Address N. D. C. Hodges, 874 Broadway, New York.1 

For exchange.-A fine thirteewkeyed flute in leather 
:overed case, for a photograph camera suitable for mak-

i ~ ~lng lantern slldes Flute cost $ z 7 ,  and 1s nearly new. 
U. 0. COX. Mankato, Minn. 

TTOexchange ; Experiment Station bulletins a n d  
reports for bulletins and  reports not i n  m y  flle. I 
will send list of what I have for  exchange. P .  H. 
ROLFS, Lake City, Florida. 

fine fossils or crystals. will be given only for valuable 
specimens because of the cost of polishing. GEO. W. 
PERRY, state~ ~ ~~ ~l ~~vt,l~ ~ ; ~ ~ d ~ , , 

For exchange.-Three copies of ''American State 
Papers Bearingon Sunda Legislation." 189'3 82.50*new 

saLath.ll by K l n g s b u ~
1840 "~he'sabbath," by A. A. phelp5 1842. ~ i s t o d  
of the !:stitution of the Sabba:) ~ a ; ,  1t: Uses and 
Abuses b W. L. Fisher, 1859; Humorous Phases of 
the La; " gy Irving Browne or other works amounting 
to value bf books exchanged, bn the question of govern-
mental legislation in reference to religion, personal liberty 
etc. I f  preferred. I will sell "American State Papers '' 
and buy other books on the subject. WILLIAM AD-
DISON BLAKELY, Chicago, Ill. 

Wanted, in exchange for the following works any
standard works on Surgery and on Diieases of ~hi idren:  
Wilson's "Americfin Ornithology," vols .Coues' "Birds 
of the ~~~~h~~~~~alld b. ~ i ~ d ~of t~e,cJorado va1leyq~v 

; a ~ $ ; ' s ! ~ ~ e ~ ~  g:gEtqi'b  ~~:$~:tdh2,"~~d~~",~e,"~
the Reports on the Birds of the Pac~ficR. R. Sunrey,
bound in 2 vols., morocco; and a complete set of the 
Reports of the Arkansas Geolo 'cal Survey. Please ive 
editions and dates in correspongng. R. ELLSWOR%H 
CALL, ~ i ~ ~ h ~ ~ l ,~ hD~~M ~lows,~ ~ ~ ~ , 

.. For sale or exchange, LeConte Quain:
VOIS . L'Ph :iology," ltlon 

She ard, Appleton. Elliot; andlstern, "Chemistry. '? 
lorJan, o; Verteb;:,tes;v, Scie)n-
'LS'S' Direc to~."Val. I. J o ~ r n ~ z o fMor<h*logu,. Bal-
four, "~mbdology,"  2 ~01s . ;  Leidy Rhizopods."
Science, 18 vols., unbound. C. T. ~ C C L I N T O C ~ ,  
Lexington, Ky. 

T o  exchange Wright's " Ice Age in North America " 
and Le Conte's ':Elements of Geology" (Copyright 1882) 
for "Darwinism by A. R.Wallace, "Origin of S~ncies," 
by Darwin, 'descent  of Man." by Darwin, M a y s
Place,!n Nature," Hpxley, "Mental Evolution in Anl-
mals, by Romanes, Pre-Adam~tes." by Winchell. No 
books wanted except latest editions, and books in good 
condition. C. S. Brown, Jr., Vanderbilt University,
Nashville, Tenn. 

For Sale or Exchange for books a complete private 
chemical laboratory outfit. Includes large Becker bal-
ance ZOO^. to I-xomp ), platinum dishes and crucibles. 
agate motors, glass-blowing ap  aratus, etc. For sale in 
part or whole. Also complete fi?e of Sill irnax's~owrrol 
1862-1885 (61- I bound). Smithsonian Reports, 1854-1883-
U. S. Coast Zurvey 165 -18 FUII particulars to en: 
quirers F. G A R D ~ N E A ,J$:, Pornfret, Conn. 
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of \ iews which he had abandoned, and by the misquotation of oth- that the ahlindant rllaterial afforded the alienist may be system-
ers which lie still holds. Mr. Spencer some ten years ago stopped the atically studied in all its clinical as well as pathological aspects. 
saleof the hook in Enqland and prohibited its translation. But the A umform method being desirable, this manual has been prepared 
rapid spread of communiatic theories gave new life to these mis- hy the direction of the association committee, with the co-opera- 
representations; hence Mr. Spencer decided to delay no lonqer a tion of Drs. Welch and Hurd of the Johns Hopkins Hospital, that 
statement of his mature opinions on the rights of individuals and by following the described routine in examination, pathologists, 
the duty of the state. The volume includes also "The Man ver- and even non-expert phrsicians, may prepare the most concise, 
sus the State," a series of essays on political tendencies heretofore graphic, and useful record of actual cases. I t  is fully illustrated 
published separately. Mr. Spencer has secured an American from original d r a ~ i n g s ,  sectional and regional, and as an adopted 
copyright for his new volume. standard, should be in the hands of every examiner who can con- 

-P. Blakiston, Son, & Co., announce "A Manual of Autopsies, tribute to the valuable recorcis thus established. 

designed for the Use of IIospitals for the Insane and Other Public -D. Appleton & Co. have just ready " Moral Teachings of 
Institutions," by I. W. Blackburn, M.D., pathologist to the Gov- Science," by tlrabella B. Buckley, intended for readers who 
ernment Ilospital for the Insane, Washington, D.C. This subject rea on id not take up an elaborate p~ilosophical work ; and a 
has for several years engaged the attention of the Association of '' Manual of Chen~ical Technology," by Randolph ron Wagner, 
Medical Superintendents of American Institutions for the Insane, translated and edited by William Crookes. 

PROPRIETARY. PROPRIETARY.I SCIENCE 
Sleeplessness, Impaired Vitality, A D V E R T I S I N G  R A T E S .  

~ e i v o u s  ~ x h a u s  Established January, 1892. 

tion and Debility INSIDE PAGES. 
Per  line, agate  measure, 14 lines to an inch 15c.are the causes of 
" column, " 140 lines, - $20.-

Horsforl'a Acid Yhos!hat c. 
acute diseases that " page, three  columns, 420 lines, - 50.00 

destroy life. Take L A S T  OUTSIDE PAGE 

CROSBY'S AND P A G E S  FACING READING 

A wonderful remedy, of the M A T T E R .  
Per  line, agate  measure, 14 lines t o  an inch, aoc. 

highest value in mental and Vi ta l i zed  Phosph i tes  
" column, " 140 lines, - $ag.oo 

nervous exhaustion. and prevent Debility and Ner- " page, three  columns, 410 lines, - 60.00 

vous Prostration. Pamphlet F I R S T  OUTSIDE TITLE-PAGE.  
Overworked men and women, free. Sold by leading Druggists. Double-column space a t  top next Contents,  $30.00 

the nervous, weak and debilitat- Triple-column space, below Contents,  - 50.00
Sent by mail ($ I )  from 56 West -

ed, will find in the Acid Phos- 25th Street, New York. S C A L E  O F  DISCOUNTS. 
10 percent.  on 4 t imes, I month,  or onamount$roo phate a most agreeable, grate- 
I5 " " 8 " 

a " " 1 '  a00 
8' 8' I3 " 4 '  ' I  ' 6  3mful and harmless stimulant, giv- a5 " 6 ' 6  ' 1" a6 " ' 8  

33% 1 '  1 1  5a 8 '  I2  L L  ' I  1 1  600ing renewed strength and vigor / 
400 

ao per cent. advance for preferred positions. 

to the entire system. I PENS AND PATENTS. Nothing inserted for less t han  $1.00 a time. 
Reading Mat ter  Notices, under t ha t  caption, 

30c. a count line, se t  in nonpareil. 
Dr. Edwin F.~ G o r t l a n d ,Me.,  says: Copy should be in office not later t han  Wednes- 

"I have used it in my own case when suffer- day o f the  week of issue.  
ing from nervous exhaustion, with gratifying Henry F. Taylor, 
results. I have prescribed i t  for many of / O$ SlJpERIOR AND STANDARD QUALITY. 47 Lafayette Place, New York.  
the various forms of nervous debility, and it I ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~N, ,~ , :  048, 14,d 130, 135, 239, 333 
has never failed to do good." 1 T o r  Bale bw a l l  S ta t i onern .  

Descriptive pamphlet free. I T H E  ESTERBROOK S T E E L  P E N - GO..  
~ o r h : b a r n d e n ,N. J. 26 J o h n  M t . ,  New ark. 

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R, I 

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations. 

CAUTION.-Be sure the word "Hors- 1 PATENTS  
ford,s" is on the label. A11 others are ForINVENTORS. @-page BOOK FREE. Address 
spurious. Never sold in bulk. W.T.FitzgeraId, Attorney a t  Law,Washington. D.D.1 

DO YOU INTEND TO BUILD ? 
If you intend to  build, i t  will be a mistake not t o  send for "SENSIRLE LOW-COST 

HOUSES,,, now arranged in three volumes. In  them you will flncl perspective views, 
floor plans, descriptions and estimates of cost for 105 tasteful new de ns for 
houses. They also giv; prices for  complete Working Plans, ~eta) i l s ,  and Spe%catlons, 
which enable you to  build without delays mistakes or quarrels with your build- 
er, and which any one can understand! Vol. I ,  contains 35 copyrighted designs of 
houses, costing between 800 and $lv.Vol. I[. contains 35 copyrl hted designs. $1800 to 
$3000. VOI. III. contalns 35 c o ~ v n e h t e d  des~ens .  . -$3000 t o  SWM. %rice, by mail, $1.00- . .
each, or $3.00 for the set.'- 

'6 COLONlAL HOUSES,,, a volume showing Perspectives and Floor Plans of 
houses arraneed in the inimitahle stvle of the  Colonial Architecture. and h a v ~ n a  - - all modem -

arrangements' for  comfo&: ~ n c e ,$2.00.-
"PICTURESQUE HOUSES FOR FOREST AND SHORE":-This Show 

Perspectives and Floor Plans of new deslgns for Summer Cottages, which are  romantic 
convenient, and cheap. Price $1.00, by mail. 

N, D. C. BODGES, 874 Broad~ay,Nev York 
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FINANCIAL. 

T H E  

DRY GOODS, ETC. FINANCIAL. 

Nm Method of Protecting Properly 
from Lightning. 

LACES, 
New and Choice Styles, 

Point Alencon, Gaze and Applique, 
Duchesse Point and Applique 

BRIDAL VEILS. 
POINT de GENE LOOM LACES, 

in Black,  White  and Beige .  

Real Thread Lace Veils & Veilings, Paris 
Styles of Ladies' Lace Neckwear. 

E M B R O I D E R I E S  

Embroidered Flouncings and Edgings. 

Henzstitched, Embroidered and Lawn 

Handkerchiefs. 

%.cc6dWaY & 1 9t4 &, 

NEW WORK. 

WASTE 
E m b r o i d e r y  S i l k s .  
Factory Ends a t  half price- one ounce in a box. All 

~,"t~kl~n;raz~tg~~:in+~~b~tg;p"~~t~;;; 
best bo&k on Art Needlework o n E 0  cents A beauti- 
ful assortment chenille and &asene. 15 hew shades in 
o r  e n .  s n  n o  w 
THE BRAINERD & A R M S T R O ~  SPOOL 
SILK CO.. 680 Broadway, New York. or f $1 Yarket 
St,. Philadelphia, Pa 

$or the names and'addresses of 10 ladies nterested in 
brt Needlework we will send one book free. 

Price, $20 to $30.-According to size. 

The  Patent L i g h t n i n g  Dispel ler  is a conduc- 
tor special ly  designed t o  dissipate  the energy 
of a l igh tn ing  discharge,-to p reven t  its 
doing  harm,-placing something in i t s  path 
upon which  i t s  capac i ty  f o r  caus ing  damage 
may be expended. 

No recorded case of lightning s t roke  has  
yet been cited against t h e  pr inciple  of t h e  
Dispeller. So f a r  a s  known,  t h e  dissipation 
of a conductor  has invar iab ly  protected under  
the condit ions employed. 

Correspondence sol ici ted.  

AGENTS WANTED. 

The Amedcan Lightning Protection Company 
United Bank Building, Sioux City, Iowa. 

TACOMA lNVESTMENTS 
NoN-RES'DENTS' 

TAYLOR 8~ GUNSTON, 
Take full charge of property for the 

EASTERN INVESTOR. 
City, Town, and Suburban Lots, 

Garden, Fruit, Hop and Timber Lands. 

10% Guaranteed on all In~estmants. 
Houses for sale on the instalment plan, by which 

the  purchaser can obtain an income sufficient to  
cover all payments, including taxes,insurance,etc. 

Information regarding any particular point in 
the State of Washington gladly furnished upon 
application. Personal attention given to  all loans. 
Correspondence solicited. Refer, by permission, 

the Pacific Bank* 
Qeo. H. T i l l e ~ ,  Esq.9 Secretary and Treasurer of 
the Southern Express Co., and Frederick C. Clark, 
of Clark, Chapin & Bushnell, New York. 

Address 504 California Bl'k,Tacoma,Wash. 
Eastern Representative, 

H. F. TAYLOR, 47 Lafayette Place, New York. 

C 0 M PA N y. 

95 MILK ST., BOSTON, PASS. 
- 

This-;Company owns the Letters 

Patent granted to Alexander Gra- 

ham Bell, March 7th, 1876, No. 

174,465, and January 30, 1877, 

No. 186,787. 

The of by 
all known forms of ELECTRIC 

SPEAKING TELEPHONES in- 

~ n g e s  the right secured to this 

Company by the above patents, and 

renders each individual user oftel- 

ephones, not furnished by it or its 

licensees, responsible for such un- 

la-1 use, and all the conse- 

quences thereof and liable to suit 

therefor. 

TACOIA E"FTNyD INVESTMENTS 
GUARANTEE 1% per Cent per a 

in any of the above cities. I have made from 40 to 
6 0  per cent. per annum for non-residents. I also 
make flrst mortgage, improved real estate loans on 
unquestionable securities from 8 to  :O per cent. per 

net. dlso have choice bargains in warm, 
Hop, Hay and Garden Lands. Correspond- 
ence Solicited regarding Western Washington. A11 
inquiries answered promptly. Address 

A. 0. SIQEELS, Tacoma. Washington 

PROTECTION PROM LIGHTNING. 
All the capital desired for the parent company 

to handle my patents on a new method of protect- 
ing buildings irom lightning has been subscribed. 
Sub-companies and agencies to introduce the 
invention are forming, and any desirous of tak- 
ing State-rights should address The American 
Lightning Protection Co., Sioux City, Iowa. 

The English patent is for sale, and offers 

an excellent opportunity for the formation of a 
company now that the American company is so 
favorably started. 

W. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, Mew York. 


